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Option to Collaborate  

& Compete in the “NSL”

THE MORE YOU KNOW ... THE FASTER YOU GO.

Curriculum Overview
The original “Racing Challenge” vehicle comes ready-to-run so 
the first weeks of engagement are spent learning how systems 
operate and how to organize data rather than following 
assembly instructions.  After being “certified” in mechanical 
systems, data and/or  problem solving students rebuild the car 
with improved parts. That is real reverse engineering!

As with all Student STEM Challenges, the Enterprise & 
Innovation categories motivate students to manage their time 
and resources, to market themselves and to develop the “soft-
skills” of leadership required to turn ideas into realities.

Add-on projects include Robotic RaCeCar, Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
Car, Solar and Wind Power.

Competition Overview (Optional)
The Student Racing Challenge is the flagship series in the 
National STEM League (NSL).  Racing teams compete online 
in an annual points race and face-to-face at Open Invitationals 
across the country.  Points leaders and Invitational winners are 
invited to the NSL Finals.

Available Formats
All programs are fully aligned to the Common Core and NGSS 
frameworks as well as Engineering Pathway requirements.

• STEM Endorsement Course, 1-3 semesters

• Principles of Engineering Course, 1-3 semesters

• Middle Grades Forces & Motion Unit, 1 semester

• Modules to implement as best fits your program

• Out-of-School Club

• STEM Competition

• Summer Camp

Other Applications 
• Connect academies or clubs within a campus including 

engineering or STEM, IT, hospitality, business and marketing

• Long-term project to connect different units such as 
“reverse engineering” or “Intro to 3D CAD” in your existing 
curriculum

The Ultimate Challenge
The ultimate goal is to engineer performance.  This includes personal performance, team performance and of 
course, race performance.  The base technology for Student Racing Challenge teams is a 1:10 scale electric radio-
controlled (RC) car that can be setup in over 4 million ways before re-engineering a single part.  
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ENGINEERING PATHWAY & 
STEM  ENDORSEMENT COURSE
Professionals own their project from start to finish.  Students should 
too.  Professionals understand how their project fits into the bigger 
picture.  Students should too.  

Through the Student Racing Challenge, students own their own 
business and team.  Their industry is high-tech motorsports and like the 
professionals, student teams optimize performance of their racecar by 
understanding its systems, by creatively engineering a winning strategy 
and by managing their time and resources wisely. 

Specialization Pathways (STEM-1B)
Once students master the fundamentals of problem solving, data and 
mechanical systems, they specialize into areas of personal interest.  The 
implementation guide includes a “Project” period that you or the team 
members fill in by choosing project(s) that are of interest and that can 
be done with your available resources.  Project options are detailed 
under the Modules section.

Included Projects  are:

• Chassis Setup Investigations, the “Race Team” pathway
• Aerodynamic Design using 3-D CAD   
• RENEWABLE ENERGY Racing (additional materials required)
• Robotic RaCeCar (additional materials required)

SolidWorks is a 3D CAD program that is listed as a requirement for 
several projects.  It is FREE to all students involved in Ten80 programs.  

Collaborate & Compete
This turnkey kit includes registration for up 
to three teams in the National STEM league. 
Students can share work online for feedback 
and points from remote mentors. In a 
growing number of cities, student teams can 
test their performance by competing face-
to-face at Open Invitationals.  Learn more 
under the National STEM League header.

Race Engineering Certification (STEM-1A)
Over the first semester, students become certified in three aspects of 
race engineering: 

1. Problem Solving
2. Driving through Data
3. Mechanical Systems

As any business, organization or team must do, students will also 
manage and think about marketing themselves through Enterprise & 
Innovation activities.
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR COURSE OR CLUB
Differentiated Learning 
Development of the Student Racing Challenge was initiated in the late 1990’s 
during longitudinal studies into differentiated learning tools for project and 
problem-based learning.  The radio-controlled (RC) car was the stand-out tool and 
motorsports the best topic to serve students with varying interests and learning 
styles.  It is a sport based on engineering and problem solving in real-time.  The 
industry is as much about  marketing, research and innovation as it is racing. 

SUMMER RACING CAMP
This camp-specific curriculum is organized into a 5-day format with 25-40 
contact hours depending on your program organization.

Turnkey kit includes materials for six teams which is 18-30 students. 
Curriculum is appropriate for middle or high school students. Middle grades 
students spend more time on Problem Solving Certifications using the small 
1:18 scale cars while more advanced students spend more time optimizing 
performance of the 1:10 scale cars.

The materials are NOT consumable and can be used to run multiple camps.  
After the first camp, only a per student license fee is required to maintain 
access  to curriculum, resources and training.  With a minimum of 20 
students per camp, license includes a new print pack.

Only the annual registration fee is required to use camp materials to support 
a Student Racing Challenge team in the National STEM League.

Specialize into green transportation by adding Energy Challenge projects.  
Build and optimize solar, wind or hydrogen charging stations.

Modular Design 
The Student Racing Challenge curriculum is modular.  During first-use 
training, you’ll arrange these self-contained modules into a program that 
works for your unique set of goals, population and resources. 

Race Engineering Certifications Specialization Pathways
• Problem Solving
• Driving-through-Data
• Mechanical Systems

Middle Grades Guide (10 week starter)

Library of Focus Lessons

• Enterprise & Innovation
• Chassis Setup Investigations
• Aerodynamic Design, 3-D CAD
• Data-Driven Design projects
• Renewable Energy Racing
• Robotic RaCeCar 

Collaborate & Compete
Base and Turnkey kits with the Course & Club curriculum include the first annual 
National STEM League registration so students can collaborate and compete with 
others. Through the web-based points race, students upload work for feedback 
and to earn points from remote mentors. In a growing number of cities, student 
teams can compete face-to-face at Open Invitationals.  Learn more under the 
National STEM League header.

Contact us and download 
the Ten80 2015-16 Catalog 

for more information on 
implementation options.



Students own a racing team.  Like the professionals, their team is a business that 
thrives only when individuals excel in their jobs that range from engineering to 3D 
design to marketing and management.  Their competitive car is one-tenth the size 
of a typical stock car, is driven by remote controls and is powered by electricity.  

Registration & Materials
A non-consumable base or turnkey kit is required to compete 
in the Student Racing Challenge*.  Every team begins with 
the same technology; however, students are encouraged to 
re-engineer the basic technology to maximize performance. 
The kit is reusable in years two and beyond so only a team 
registration is required to participate.  Annual registration 
provides continued access to the updated curriculum, entry 
into the online points race, entry into all National STEM League 
events and either a replacement car or new print pack.

First annual NSL registration for one team is included with 
a 1-car Base kit, registration for two teams is included 
with a 2-car Base kit and three teams included with a 6-car 
Turnkey kit.  If kits are purchased between August and March, 
registrations included are for the current academic year.  
They are applied to the following academic year if purchased 
April through the summer. 

Competition Categories
Racing Challenge teams, like Rover Challenge teams, 
compete in the annual points-race via the Internet.  At 
Open Invitationals, teams compete in head-to-head races 
and time trials.  Typical Head-to-Head events are:

• Road course - Best Lap and Most Laps

• Oval superspeedway - Most Laps

• Drag strip

Like all NSL teams, Racing teams also enter in the 
following events.

• Data-Driven Design (ex. Aerodynamic Design, 
Renewable Energy Charging Stations, Robo RaCeCar)

• Enterprise - Team Presentations, Graphic Design, 
Business Plan & Elevator Pitch

• Community Leadership

• Energy Bonus 

COLLABORATE. CREATE. NOW COMPETE! T E N 8 0   S T U D E N T

Prepare for competition with the 
Student Racing Challenge course, 
camp and club curriculum.

Contact us and download the Ten80 2015-16 Catalog 
for more information on implementation options.


